
Cavalier hearts: the 
difference between what is 
said and what is done 
An analysis of the age at which top prize-
winning Cavaliers were bred 2012-2016 

 
Introduction: Cavaliers and Mitral Valve Disease 
Mitral Valve Disease (MVD) is the biggest killer of Cavaliers. It is 20 times more 
prevalent in Cavaliers than in any other breed of dog. Studies have shown that 
by six over half of Cavaliers will have developed a heart murmur.1 A study 
published in 20172 by a group of cardiologists, including former UK CKCS Club 
cardiologist Simon Swift, reported that in 20 years there have been only 
negligible improvements: just a six-month delay in the age of onset but, 
significantly, only in bitches, and only in those Cavaliers examined by a GP vet 
rather than a cardiologist. 

The latest Kennel Club breed health survey3 revealed that life expectancy for 
KC-registered Cavaliers is continuing to fall and is now just 10 years. Cavaliers 
are losing the fight against inherited diseases, which include not just MVD but 
also Syringomyelia (SM). 

Internationally recognised breeding guidelines to delay or prevent the onset of 
MVD have been in place since the 1990s.4 These have been accepted by the 
Cavalier Club and are part of its code of best practice that members sign up to 
when joining. These stipulate that Cavaliers should be at least 2.5 years old 
and heart clear before breeding, and each dog’s own parents heart clear at a 
minimum of age 5. It is important to note that when the MVD protocol was 
established, cardiologists considered that the most effective approach would be 
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to avoid breeding Cavaliers at all before the age of 5; 2.5 years was a pragmatic 
compromise.5  

Despite the existence of this protocol, why has there been no improvement? 
The conclusion to Simon Swift’s 2017 study6 states: “This study suggests that 
the age incidence of murmurs associated with DMVD might be increased by 
application of breeding guidelines based on auscultation alone. The benefit was 
only seen in a subgroup and compliance of breeders with this voluntary scheme 
was poor.”  

Indeed, in one of the five-year periods examined in the study, compliance with 
guidelines was just 4%. This contrasts sharply with the successes of mandatory 
heart schemes in other countries: a 73% reduction in the risk of MVD in 
Cavaliers in Denmark, for example. 

 

But breeders say they health test, so how can this be? 

Earlier in the year, the Kennel Club health team, representatives from the 
Veterinary Cardiology Society and representatives from Cavalier clubs met to 
discuss Cavalier hearts. The KC’s proposal to adopt a voluntary version of the 
Danish heart scheme was rejected by breed club representatives.  

Sheena Maclaine, a former chair of the Cavalier Club and the Kennel Club’s 
Cavalier breed health representative, insisted hearts were the main priority of 
breeders and told Dog World magazine: “It is hoped by the breed clubs that 
there could be amendments to the existing CKCS Club heart scheme to make it 
more robust and that results could be forwarded directly by cardiologists to the 
KC for inclusion on the health test results finder by those agreeing.” 

Yet Swift’s study says that compliance with the UK breed club scheme is 
“poor”, so who are the breeders not following the guidelines, and how can the 
scheme become more robust? 

 

Study aims 

This analysis looked at the top points-winning Cavaliers from 2012 through to 
and including 2016. The influence of the show world on breed health was 
highlighted in the Bateson Inquiry (the independent inquiry into dog breeding 
conducted by Cambridge University Professor Patrick Bateson, and funded by 
the Kennel Club and Dogs Trust). 
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The Cavalier Club awards trophies based on points won at Championship Shows 
over the year. For this study, we have taken three categories: the Cavaliers 
scoring the most individual points; best stud dog; and best brood bitch. The 
latter two categories are based on the points scored by their progeny.  Using 
the Kennel Club’s MyKC database (www.mykc.org.uk), we examined the age at 
which these Cavaliers were bred. 

There are 114 Cavaliers (66 bitches and 48 dogs) 

Data has been taken from MyKC records up to March 2017; the Cavalier Club’s 
list of Cavaliers aged five and over with a heart clear certificate issued by a 
cardiologist, which was updated in July 2016; and the Club’s voluntary list of 
MRI scanned Cavaliers. The latter two lists are on the Cavalier Club’s website. 

This analysis examined how many litters bred by prize-winning breeders 
followed guidelines in terms of the age at which their prize-winning Cavaliers 
were bred. It did not consider the age of the grandparents (which according to 
guidelines should be at least 5 years old). Nor was it possible to ascertain 
whether the parents did indeed have a current, clear heart certificate at the 
time of mating. 

Among the winners were dogs belonging to past and present national Cavalier 
Club committee members and office holders (indicated in the Addendum with 
*), and past and present national and regional puppy coordinators (indicated 
with #). This group (referred to as the “Club Committee/Puppy Coordinator 
group”) holds particular influence not just with breeders but also members of 
the puppy-buying public. The Cavalier Club’s own website states: “Those 
intending to purchase a puppy are recommended to buy from a breeder who 
health tests their stock, who follows breeding guidelines issued by veterinary 
experts, and who is prepared to discuss and advise the purchaser on health 
issues.” 

Notes were also made of which health tests were recorded on MyKC and, as 
there is no official KC heart scheme or open database of heart results, from 
information from the Cavalier Club website (see above). 

 

Results 

From 2012 to 2016 inclusive these prize-winning Cavaliers produced 755 
litters. Of these, 345 (46%) were bred by the Club Committee/Puppy 
Coordinator group. 

- There were 229 litters with one or both parents under 2.5 years (30%).  

- 135 of the 345 litters bred by the Club Committee/Puppy Coordinator group 
(39%) had one or both parents under 2.5.  

http://www.mykc.org.uk/


- Non-compliance with age guidelines with breeders outside this group was 
23% (94 of 410 litters). 

• The Club Committee/Puppy Coordinator group bred significantly more litters 
outside of age guidelines than CKCS breeders generally. 

 

Percentages of litters bred outside guidelines by all Cavaliers in this analysis  

2012 34% of litters bred outside guidelines 
 41% of all litters bred by the Club Committee/Puppy Coordinator group 
 28% of all litters bred by breeders outside of this group 

2013 30% of litters bred outside guidelines 
 37% of all litters bred by the Club Committee/Puppy Coordinator group 
 25% of all litters bred by breeders outside of this group 

2014 28% of litters bred outside guidelines 
 47% of all litters bred by the Club Committee/Puppy Coordinator group 
 12% of all litters bred by breeders outside of this group 

2015 27% of litters bred outside guidelines 
 29% of all litters bred by the Club Committee/Puppy Coordinator group
  24% of all litters bred by breeders outside of this group 

2016 34% of litters bred outside guidelines 
 42% of all litters bred by the Club Committee/Puppy Coordinator group 
 22% of all litters bred by breeders outside of this group 
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Percentages of litters bred outside guidelines by the winning dogs of those 
years 

Even in the specific year when a dog won a top prize and therefore, both the 
dog and its breeder had an especially high profile and greater scrutiny, 
breeders — especially the Club Committee/Puppy Coordinator group — were 
unconcerned and still routinely bred underaged dogs. 

Examining the litters bred just by the prize-winning Cavaliers, in the years they 
appeared in the list of winners, produced the following percentages of litters 
bred outside of the breeding guidelines: 

 
2012 37% of litters bred outside guidelines 
 40% of all litters bred by the Club Committee/Puppy Coordinator group
 35% of all litters bred by breeders outside of this group  

2013 11% of litters bred outside guidelines 
 23% of all litters bred by the Club Committee/Puppy Coordinator group 
 4% of all litters bred by breeders outside of this group 

2014 40% of litters bred outside guidelines 
 42% of all litters bred by the Club Committee/Puppy Coordinator group 
 38% of all litters bred by breeders outside of this group 

2015 27% of litters bred outside guidelines 
 33% of all litters bred by the Club Committee/Puppy Coordinator group 
 18% of all litters bred by breeders outside of this group 

2016 37% of litters bred outside guidelines 
 46% of all litters bred by the Club Committee/Puppy Coordinator group 
 30% of all litters bred by breeders outside of this group 

- Of the 485 litters bred in the years 2012 – 2016 (inclusive), 147 were bred 
outside of guidelines (30%).  

- Of the 248 litters bred by the Club Committee/Puppy Coordinator group, 93 
(38%) were bred outside of breeding guidelines (one or both parents being 
younger than 2.5 years).  

• Nearly every litter bred with BOTH parents under 2.5 years - 13 of 14 (93%) – 
were bred by the Club Committee/Puppy Coordinator group. 

 

 
 



Total number of litters bred by these winning dogs 

The total number of litters registered to this group of 114 Cavaliers (on their 
MyKC records up to March 2017) is 1699. The following percentages of litters 
bred outside of the breeding guidelines 

- 32% of litters bred outside guidelines 
41% of all litters bred by the Club Committee/Puppy Coordinator group 
25% of all litters bred by breeders outside of this group 

- 749 (44%) were bred the Club Committee/Puppy Coordinator group.  

- 544 of the 1699 litters were bred outside breeding guidelines (32%).  

• 57% of all litters bred outside of guidelines were bred by the Club 
Committee/Puppy Coordinator group.  

• 45% of litters with BOTH parents underage (53 litters) were bred by the Club 
Committee/Puppy Coordinator group. 

 

Health testing 
There were 35 Cavaliers with no record of age or which were too young to 
qualify for the Cavalier Club’s Over 5 heart clear list.  

- Only 13 of 79 (16%) Cavaliers aged 5 or over when the list was last updated, 
(July 2016) appear on the list.  

- None of the 114 Cavaliers is recorded as going through the BVA/KC CM/SM 
scheme. 

- Just 12 (11%) appear on the Cavalier Club’s voluntary list of MRI-scanned 
Cavaliers. 

 

Conclusions 

Non-compliance with MVD breeding guidelines is noteworthy among the owners 
of these top, prize-winning Cavaliers and is significantly and consistently higher 
among the “Club Committee/Puppy Coordinator” group.  

Given the influence these high-profile breeders have on the wider world of 
Cavalier breeding, this should raise concern. Such widespread non-compliance 
also reveals a huge gulf between what these breeders say about their 
commitment to Cavalier health and the official stance presented on the 
Cavalier Club website in regard to the importance of health testing, and what 
happens in practice.  



With no improvement in heart health over the past 20 years for Club Cavaliers, 
it is difficult to see there ever being an improvement in rates of MVD and a 
lowering of the age of its onset without mandatory heart testing. At the very 
least, those with positions of responsibility within the breed clubs (especially 
those reporting to the Kennel Club on matters of health and advocating for the 
breed) should follow breeding guidelines. 

The Kennel Club has repeatedly said that it does not think mandatory testing 
for breeding Cavaliers is the answer, a stance taken yet again at Crufts in 
March. Yet on the same day the KC made its statement on this issue, a judge 
awarded Best of Breed to a Cavalier that had only turned 2.5 the week prior to 
Crufts but had already sired 7 litters in the UK, the first when only 13 months 
old.  

Campaigners, including many high-profile veterinarians, have insisted that 
given the severity and extent of inherited health issues faced by Cavaliers, the 
breed should be treated as a special case, and that special measures (such as 
mandatory testing and breeding protocols for the two most severe and 
widespread conditions, MVD and Syringomyelia) be adopted.  

The evidence from this analysis strengthens this argument as it clearly shows 
that as long as guidelines and testing remain optional, even the most senior and 
influential Club breeders routinely ignore health breeding guidelines 
themselves. 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
Addendum: 
 

The Cavalier Club awards trophies based on points won at Championship Shows 
over the year. We have examined three categories: the Cavaliers scoring the most 
individual points; best stud dog; and best brood bitch. The latter two categories 
are based on the points scored by their progeny. We have then examined the age 
at which these Cavaliers have been bred. 

There are 114 Cavaliers (66 bitches and 48 dogs) 



Among the winners were dogs belonging to past and present national Club 
committee members and office holders (indicated with *), and past and present 
national and regional puppy coordinators (indicated with #). 

The recommended health tests and breeding guidelines  

These are the recommended tests and are noted, when relevant, in the 
alphabetical list of winning dogs included in the study below. 

Mitral Valve Disease (MVD) 

Mitral Valve Disease, a gradual failure of the heart’s mitral valve, is widespread in 
Cavaliers and the leading cause of death. Half of cavaliers have a heart murmur by 
age 5 and nearly 100% do by age 10. Cavaliers have the highest rate of MVD in any 
breed.   

In the 1990s a panel of international cardiologists produced a breeding protocol to 
reduce incidence and age of onset of this progressive disease: 

• test, ideally by a cardiologist, for murmurs (an inexpensive and quick test often 
subsidised for breeders at shows) 

• do not breed a cavalier before age 5, and only with a clear (murmur-free) heart, 
UNLESS both parents of the breeding dog were known to have tested heart clear 
at age 5, in which case a heart clear dog may be bred at 2.5 years of age 

Syringomyelia (SM) 

Syringomyelia is an often painful neurological condition that develops in the breed 
because nearly all cavaliers have a skull that is too small for their brain, often 
forcing the brain down into the opening for the spinal cord. Researchers believe 
this can cause fluid pockets — syrinxes — to form in the spine, which then cause a 
wide range of uncomfortable to very painful neurological sensations. 

The condition is rare in dogs generally, but widespread in cavaliers. In one 
research study with 555 cavaliers without symptoms, 70% of six-year-old cavaliers 
had SM, while 25% of one-year-olds had SM.  

Breeding guidelines agreed over the past decade by leading neurologists, and by 
the Kennel Club and British Veterinary Association (BVA), generally agree: 

• breeding dogs should be MRI’d and scored on whether they have syrinxes or 
indications of the start of them; and for the degree of skull malformation. 
Results determine whether a dog may be bred and in what circumstances. The 
older the dog and the later its MRI result, the better. Scans over 5 are 
recommended 

• A 2011 study showed the effectiveness of using the 2006 protocol 
((http://www.veterinary-neurologist.co.uk/resources/b-g-paper.pdf)). When 
cavalier parents tested clear of SM, 70% of their puppies tested SM-free as 
adults. By contrast, when both parents had SM, 92% of puppies developed SM, 
and when one parent had SM, 77% of puppies developed SM. 



Episodic Falling Syndrome (EFS) and Curly Coat/Dry Eye (CC/DE) 

EFS and DE/CC are conditions known only in Cavaliers. Dogs with EFS may suffer 
regular collapsing fits. Dogs with CC/DE (DE is formally known as congenital 
keratoconjunctivitis sicca and CC, ichtyosiform dermatosis) have eyes and skin 
painfully affected (many breeders therefore euthenise puppies with the 
syndrome). 

In recent years, researchers discovered both conditions have a simple mode of 
inheritance via a gene mutation, and a DNA test now exists. Cavaliers testing 
positive for the mutated gene should never be bred to another carrier — the only 
way affected offspring may be produced. An unaffected carrier may be bred to a 
non-carrier. 

•  all breeding dogs should be tested unless known to be the offspring of two 
tested parents who do not carry the gene mutation 

Eyes: Cataracts and Multi-focal Retina Dysplasia (MRD) 

The BVA/KC ISDS Eye Scheme certifies Cavaliers as Affected or Unaffected for two 
conditions: Hereditary Cataract and Multi-focal Retinal Dysplasia (MRD). 

 

ALPHABETICAL LIST OF PRIZEWINNERS 2012-2016 

Ch Almonroyd Minstrel 
dob 3.1.2012 
No recorded progeny 
Hereditary Clear EF/CC/DE 
BVA/KC/ISDS eye scheme clear at 4 years 3 months 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club voluntary list of MRI scanned Cavaliers 

*Aranel Bubbilicous 
dob 12.11.2003 
3 total litters 1 when underage (33%), 1 with underage male (33%) = 2 litters (67%)  
Tested Clear EF/CC/DE 8 years 3 months 
BVA/KC/ISDS eye scheme unaffected 6 years 10 months  
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club Over 5 cardiologist tested heart clear list 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club voluntary list of MRI scanned Cavaliers 

*Ch Aranel Cosmic 
dob 28.5.2003 
98 total litters (1 with no date recorded, 2 with no age of bitch recorded) 26 with 
underage bitches (27%) 
Tested Clear EF/CC/DE 6 years 10 months 
BVA/KC/ISDS eye scheme unaffected 2 years 6 months and 3 years 9 months 
Does appear on Cavalier Club Over 5 cardiologist tested heart clear list 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club voluntary list of MRI scanned Cavaliers 

*Aranel Galaxie 
dob 12.4.2011 
1 litter recorded bitch under age (100% with one parent underage) 



Hereditary clear EF/CC/DE 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club Over 5 cardiologist tested heart clear list 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club voluntary list of MRI scanned Cavaliers 

*Ch Aranel Genesis (RE IMPORT) 
dob 4.7.2010 
20 litters recorded (2 date not recorded) 9 when dog underage (45%) 7 with underage 
bitch (35%) 3 with both parents underage (15%) =13 litters bred outside guidelines (65%) 
Hereditary Clear EF/CC/DE  
BVA/KC/ISDS eye scheme unaffected 1 years 6 months 
Does appear on Cavalier Club Over 5 cardiologist tested heart clear list 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club voluntary list of MRI scanned Cavaliers 

Angel’s Pride Anastacia 
dob 16.8.2004 
5 total litters (2 with dates unrecorded) 1 when underage (20%), 1 with underage male 
(20%)= 2 litters (40%) bred outside guidelines 
NO RECORDED HEALTH TESTS 

Angel’s Pride Benjamin Button 
dob 17.4.2009 
51 litters in total (include 11 with no recorded date, 6 with no information about bitch) 2 
before dog 2.5 years (4%), 7 with underage bitches (14%) = 9 litters outside guidelines 
(18%) 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club Over 5 cardiologist tested heart clear list 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club voluntary list of MRI scanned Cavaliers 

Angel’s Pride King Of Queens (IMP DEU) 
dob 29.6.2010 
33 total litters registered 
2 when male underage (6%), 7 litters with underage bitch (21%), 2 with both parents 
underage (6%) = 7 litters born outside guidelines (21%) 
Tested Clear EF/CC/DE I year 
BVA/KC/ISDS eye scheme unaffected 2 years 5 months 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club Over 5 cardiologist tested heart clear list 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club voluntary list of MRI scanned Cavaliers 

Ch Angel’s Pride Gentleman 
dob 14.10.2011 
34 litters recorded (5 with no date of litter, 7 with no age of bitch recorded) 
6 when dog underage (18%) 12 with an underage bitch (35%), 1 with both parents underage 
(3%) 
= 17 litters bred outside guidelines (50%) 
NO HEALTH TESTS RECORDED 

*Arroline’s Athena  
dob 5.12.2008 
3 total litters recorded 2 when underage (67%) 
Tested Clear EF/CC/DE 3 years six months 
BVA/KC/ISDS eye scheme unaffected 1 year 2 months and 2 years 3 months 
Does appear on Cavalier Club Over 5 cardiologist tested heart clear list 
Does appear on Cavalier Club voluntary list of MRI scanned Cavaliers 



*Ch Arroline Honeysuckle 
dob 14.7.2011 
2 litters recorded (none 2014) 
BVA/KC/ISDS eye scheme unaffected 1 year 7 months 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club voluntary list of MRI scanned Cavaliers 

Avalcier Harvard 
dob 23.6.2009 
5 total litters (1 with no recorded date) 1 with underage bitch (20%) 
Tested Clear EF/CC/DE 2 years 9months 
BVA/KC/ISDS eye scheme unaffected 4 months, 2 years 4 months, 3 years four months, 
three years 5 months and 4 years six months 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club Over 5 cardiologist tested heart clear list 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club voluntary list of MRI scanned Cavaliers 

Ch Avalcier Inspired 
dob 3.8.2011 
No recorded progeny 
Tested Clear EF/CC/DE 10 months  
BVA/KC/ISDS eye scheme unaffected 1 years 2 months 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club voluntary list of MRI scanned Cavaliers 

Avalcier Liberty 
dob 26.3.2005 
3 total litters  
BVA/KC/ISDS eye scheme unaffected 7 months  
Does appear on Cavalier Club Over 5 cardiologist tested heart clear list 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club voluntary list of MRI scanned Cavaliers 

Ch Avalcier Rouge 
dob 5.1.2014 
No recorded progeny 
Hereditary Clear EF/CC/DE 
BVA/KC/ISDS eye scheme clear at 2 year 1 months 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club voluntary list of MRI scanned Cavaliers 

Beaudale Bye Bye Lullaby 
Dob 25.3.2009 
3 litters recorded 1 with underage male (33%) 
Tested Clear EF/CC/DE 3 years 1 months  
BVA/KC/ISDS eye scheme unaffected 7 months 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club Over 5 cardiologist tested heart clear list  
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club voluntary list of MRI scanned Cavaliers 

Bentwood Chloe Of Forestcreek (IMP USA) 
dob 13.4.2012 
no recorded progeny 
No recorded health tests 

Billie Jean Des Comtemplations 
NO RECORD FOR BITCH 
2 litters total recorded 
NO RECORDED HEALTH TESTS 



*Bonitos Companeros Untouchable At Craigowl (IMP DEU) 
Dob 22.12.2009 
3 litters recorded. 
Tested Clear EF/CC/DE 6 years 7 months  
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club Over 5 cardiologist tested heart clear list 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club voluntary list of MRI scanned Cavaliers 

#*Ch Brookhaven Believe It Or Not (IMP USA) 
dob 14.10.2011 
28 litters in total recorded 9 with bitches under 2.5 years (32% bred outside guidelines) 
Tested Clear EF/CC/DE 3 years and 10 months 
BVA/KC/ISDS eye scheme unaffected at 3 years 4 months and 4 years 4 months 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club voluntary list of MRI scanned Cavaliers 

Brookhaven Twilight 
NO RECORD OF AGE OF BITCH 
NO RECORDED HEALTH TESTS 

Ch Brymarden Carolina Moon 
dob 3.5.2010 
4 litters recorded 1 with bitch underage (25%) 
Tested Clear EF/CC/DE 3 years 2 months  
BVA/KC/ISDS eye scheme unaffected 1 year 3 months 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club Over 5 cardiologist tested heart clear list 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club voluntary list of MRI scanned Cavaliers 

Ch Brymarden Moonriver 
dob 6.1.2004 
3 total litters recorded 1 with underage dog (33%) 
BVA/KC/ISDS eye scheme unaffected 2 years 1 month  
Does appear on Cavalier Club Over 5 cardiologist tested heart clear list 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club voluntary list of MRI scanned Cavaliers 

*Ch Byermoor Princess 
dob 3.8.2012 
2 litters 
BVA/KC/ISDS eye scheme unaffected at 3 years 7 months 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club voluntary list of MRI scanned Cavaliers 

*Byermoor Queen’s Delight 
Dob 3.1.2011 
2 litters recorded 2 when underage (100%), 1 with underage male (50%) 1 with both 
parents underage (50%) = 2 litters (100%) bred outside guidelines 
BVA/KC/ISDS eye scheme unaffected 1 year 9 months 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club Over 5 cardiologist tested heart clear list  
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club voluntary list of MRI scanned Cavaliers 

 

 

*Campanards Tribute To Sorata (IMP SWE) 
dob 23.10.2004~ 
57 total litters 10 when dog underage (18%), 12 with underage bitches (21%), 1 with both 



underage (2%) = 21 litters (37%) bred outside guidelines 
BVA/KC/ISDS eye scheme clear 11 months and 5 years 1 month 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club Over 5 cardiologist tested heart clear list 
Does appear on Cavalier Club voluntary list of MRI scanned Cavaliers 

#*Carolus Don Ricco  
dob 14.3.2012 
45 litters in total (includes 1 bitch with no record) 10 when under 2.5 years (22%), 7 litters 
with underage bitches (16%), 2 litters with both parents underage (4%). 15 total litters 
bred outside guidelines (33%) 
Tested Clear EF/CC/DE 5 months  
BVA/KC/ISDS eye scheme unaffected. 4 tests from 1 year to 4 years  
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club voluntary list of MRI scanned Cavaliers 

*Ch Castlewytch Rave On With Russmic 
dob 7.9.2014 
Total recorded litters 7 all born before 2.5 years old (100%), 2 with underage bitches (29%) 
=7 litters (100%) bred outside guidelines 
Tested Clear EF/CC/DE 
BVA/KC/ISDS eye scheme clear at I year  
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club voluntary list of MRI scanned Cavaliers 

Ch Cavaliegh Jacob 
dob 14.11.11 
9 litters in total 4 dog underage (44%), 3 with underage bitches (33%), 1 with both parents 
underage (11%) = 6 litters (67%) bred outside guidelines 
Tested Clear EF/CC/DE 2 years 9 months  
BVA/KC/ISDS eye scheme unaffected 1 year 9 months, 2 years 6 months, 3 years six 
months, 4 years six months 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club voluntary list of MRI scanned Cavaliers 

*Ch Cavaliegh Jaida With Vallender 
dob 3.10.2010 
No recorded progeny 
Tested Clear EF/CC/DE 1 year 6 months  
BVA/KC/ISDS eye scheme unaffected 1 years 11 months 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club Over 5 cardiologist tested heart clear list 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club voluntary list of MRI scanned Cavaliers 

Cavaliegh Stardom 
dob 10.5.2008 
3 total litters recorded 1 with underage bitch (33%) 
BVA/KC/ISDS eye scheme unaffected 2 years 4 months  
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club Over 5 cardiologist tested heart clear list 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club voluntary list of MRI scanned Cavaliers 

*Chantismere Charleston 
dob 26.7.2008 
3 total litters  1 when bitch underage (33%), 2 with underage dog (67%), 1 when both 
parents underage (33%) – 2 litters (67%) bred outside guidelines 
Hereditary Clear EF/CC/DE 2 years 11 months  
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club Over 5 cardiologist tested heart clear list 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club voluntary list of MRI scanned Cavaliers 



Ch Charnell Clematis Of Salegreen 
dob 21.1.2013 
Hereditary Clear EF/CC/DE  
BVA/KC/ISDS eye scheme clear at 1 years 9 months  
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club voluntary list of MRI scanned Cavaliers 

*Charnell Montage 
dob 26.6.2009 
3 litters recorded 1 underage (33%), 1 with underage dog (33%) = 2 litters bred outside 
guidelines (67%) 
Hereditary Clear EF/CC/DE  
BVA/KC/ISDS eye scheme unaffected 7 months 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club Over 5 cardiologist tested heart clear list 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club voluntary list of MRI scanned Cavaliers 

Ch Cinderaic Seduction 
dob 21.4.2011 
10 total litters 4 when dog underage (40%), 1 with underage bitch (10%) = 5 litters (50%) 
bred outside guidelines 
Tested Clear EF/CC/DE 2 years 9 months  
BVA/KC/ISDS eye scheme unaffected 2 years 5 months 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club Over 5 cardiologist tested heart clear list 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club voluntary list of MRI scanned Cavaliers 

Ch Cinderlace Monte For Calonlan 
dob 10.3.2007 
32 total litters (1 litter no date recorded, 1 litter no age for bitch recorded) 8 when dog 
underage (25%), 8 with underage bitch (25%), 4 with both parents underage (13%) = 12 
litters (38%) bred outside guidelines 
Tested Clear EF/CC/DE 5 years 1 months 
BVA/KC/ISDS eye scheme unaffected 1 year 11 months, 3 years 5 month, 4 years 1 month 
and 5 years six months 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club Over 5 cardiologist tested heart clear list 
Does appear on Cavalier Club voluntary list of MRI scanned Cavaliers 

Cobbets Dizzy Dreamer 
dob 19.5.2009 
2 total litters recorded 1 with bitch underage (50%), 1 with dog underage (50%), 1 with 
both parents underage (50%) = 1 litter 50% bred outside guidelines 
BVA/KC/ISDS eye scheme unaffected 1 year 5 months and 2 years 1  
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club Over 5 cardiologist tested heart clear list 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club voluntary list of MRI scanned Cavaliers 

*Ch Craigowl Touche 
dob 1.4.2015 
No recorded progeny 
Hereditary Clear EF/CC/DE 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club voluntary list of MRI scanned Cavaliers 

Ch Dalvreck Dream On At Braemara 
dob 19.9.2010 
4 litters in total 1 when dog underage (25%), 2 with underage bitches (50%). 1 with both 
parents underage (25%) = 2 litters (50%) bred outside guidelines 



Tested Clear EF/CC/DE 1 year 4 months  
BVA/KC/ISDS eye scheme clear 1 year 5 months  
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club Over 5 cardiologist tested heart clear list  
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club voluntary list of MRI scanned Cavaliers 

#*Dortmund Delyla Harana 
dob 24.11.2006 
4 litters recorded 3 with underage dog (75%) 
Tested Clear EF/CC/DE 5 years 4 months 
Does appear on Cavalier Club Over 5 cardiologist tested heart clear list 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club voluntary list of MRI scanned Cavaliers 

#Downsback Benedictine 
dob 8.6.2004 
23 total litters (1 with no record of bitch’s age) 3 when dog underage (13%), 4 with 
underage bitch (17%) = 7 litters (30%) bred outside guidelines 
Tested Clear EF/CC/DE 8 years 2 months 
BVA/KC/ISDS eye scheme unaffected at first tested at 2 years 9 months, six years 7 
months, 8 years 3 months and 9 years 7 months 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club Over 5 cardiologist tested heart clear list 
Does appear on Cavalier Club voluntary list of MRI scanned Cavaliers 

Ellemich Cocochanel 
Dob 9.3.2009 
3 litters recorded 1 with both parents underage (33%)  
Tested Clear EF/CC/DE 2 years 11 months  
BVA/KC/ISDS eye scheme unaffected 11 months 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club Over 5 cardiologist tested heart clear list 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club voluntary list of MRI scanned Cavaliers 

Ellemich I’m A Celebrity 
dob 29.6.2015 
No recorded progeny 
Hereditary Clear EF/CC/DE 
BVA/KC/ISDS eye scheme clear at 1year 6 months 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club voluntary list of MRI scanned Cavaliers 

*Ch Forestcreek Double O Seven Of Pascavale (IMP USA) 
dob 7.11.2012 
21 total litters 6 when underage (29%), 5 with underage bitches (24%), 3 with both parents 
underage (14%) = 8 litters bred outside guidelines (38%) 
Hereditary Clear EF/CC/DE  
BVA/KC/ISDS eye scheme unaffected at 2 years 7 months  
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club voluntary list of MRI scanned Cavaliers 

*Ch Gamble On You Des Contemplations At Pascavale (IMP FRA) 
dob 6.12.2011 
33 litters in total (3 with no record of bitch’s age) 21 dog underage (63%), 7 with underage 
bitch (21%), 4 with both parents underage (12%) = 24 litters (73%) bred outside guidelines 
Tested Clear EF/CC/DE 1 year 8 months 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club voluntary list of MRI scanned Cavaliers 

 



 

 

 

*Ch Gillespie Diamond Chaser Of Pascavale (IMP FIN) 
dob 2.9.2013 
4 litters all recorded born in 2016 1 with an underage bitch (25%) 
No recorded health tests 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club voluntary list of MRI scanned Cavaliers 

#* Ch Harana Alfie Boe  
dob 27.10.2010 
50 total litters registered (3 with no record for bitch) 8 when dog underage (16%) 2 both 
parents underage (4%). 8 litters with underage bitch (16%) = 14 litters (28%) bred outside 
guidelines 
Hereditary Clear EF/CC/DE  
BVA/KC/ISDS eye scheme unaffected 1 years 6 months 
Does appear on Cavalier Club Over 5 cardiologist tested heart clear list  
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club voluntary list of MRI scanned Cavaliers 

#* Ch Harana Cilla Black 
dob 27.10.2010 
2 litters recorded 
Tested Clear EF/CC/DE 9 months  
BVA/KC/ISDS eye scheme unaffected 1 year 7 months  
Does appear on Cavalier Club Over 5 cardiologist tested heart clear list  
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club voluntary list of MRI scanned Cavaliers 

#* Ch Harana Errol Brown 
dob 14.3.2015 
11 litters all born before 2.5 years (100%), 2 with both parents underage (18%) = 11 bred 
outside guidelines (100%) 
Hereditary Clear EF/CC/DE 
BVA/KC/ISDS eye scheme unaffacted at I year 5 months bred before this test 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club voluntary list of MRI scanned Cavaliers 

#* Harana Grace Kelly 
dob 27.7.2007  
4 total litters 1 when bitch underage (25%), 1 with underage dog (25%) = 2 litters bred 
outside guidelines (50%) 
BVA/KC/ISDS eye scheme unaffected 4 years 8 months  
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club Over 5 cardiologist tested heart clear list 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club voluntary list of MRI scanned Cavaliers 

#* Ch Harana Kiki Dee 
dob 12.1.2013 
1 litter recorded 
Hereditary clear EF/CC/DE 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club voluntary list of MRI scanned Cavaliers 

Juzandia Johnny Be Goode 
dob 4.9.2009 



6 total litters 6 when dog underage (100%), 2 with underage bitch (33%), 2 litters with 
both parents underage (33%) = 6 litters (100%) bred outside guidelines 
Tested Clear EF/CC/DE 2 years 8 months 
BVA/KC/ISDS eye scheme unaffected 1 year 1 month 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club Over 5 cardiologist tested heart clear list 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club voluntary list of MRI scanned Cavaliers 

Juzandia Likely Lad 
dob 29.8.2007 
36 litters recorded 5 when underage(14%), 7 with underage bitches (19%) =12 litters (33%) 
bred outside guidelines 
Tested Clear EF/CC/DE 4 years 11 months  
BVA/KC/ISDS eye scheme unaffected 1 year 5 months, 3 years 1 month and 5 years 9 
months  
Does appear on Cavalier Club Over 5 cardiologist tested heart clear list 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club voluntary list of MRI scanned Cavaliers 

Ch Kaidee Kiss Me Kate Khatabi 
dob 24.7.2008 
3 total litters  1 underage (33%), 1 with underage dog (33%) = 2 litters (67%) bred outside 
guidelines 
Tested Clear EF/CC/DE 3 years 9 months 
BVA/KC/ISDS eye scheme unaffected at 1 years 7 months  
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club voluntary list of MRI scanned Cavaliers 
Does appear on Cavalier Club Over 5 cardiologist tested heart clear list 

Kaidee My Angel 
dob 24.7.2008 
1 total litter recorded  
BVA/KC/ISDS eye scheme unaffected 2 years 2 months  
Does appear on Cavalier Club Over 5 cardiologist tested heart clear list 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club voluntary list of MRI scanned Cavaliers 

Ch Kaishmar Cara Mia Mine 
dob 14.1.2004 
3 total litters 1 with bitch underage (33%), 3 with underage dog (100%) 1 with both parents 
underage (33%) = 3 litters (100%) bred outside guidelines 
BVA/KC/ISDS eye scheme unaffected 2 years 1 month  
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club Over 5 cardiologist tested heart clear list 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club voluntary list of MRI scanned Cavaliers 

Kaishmar Kavanagh Loranka 
dob 15.12.2008 
15 total litters recorded 5 with underage bitches (33%) 
Tested Clear EF/CC/DE 4 years 1 month  
BVA/KC/ISDS eye scheme unaffected 4 years 10 months 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club Over 5 cardiologist tested heart clear list  
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club voluntary list of MRI scanned Cavaliers 

Kaishmar Kristina 
Dob 30.3.2011 
2 litters recorded. One underage (50%). Stud also underage (50%) 1 litter with both parents 
underage (50%) = I litter (50%) bred outside guidelines 



Tested Clear EF/CC/DE 4 years 7 months  
BVA/KC/ISDS eye scheme unaffected 1 years 10 months 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club Over 5 cardiologist tested heart clear list 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club voluntary list of MRI scanned Cavaliers 

 

 

 

*#Kilbarchan’s Snowdrop At Carolus 
dob 22.10.2010 
3 litters recorded 1 with bitch underage (33%). 1 with male underage (33%) = 2 litters bred 
outside guidelines (67%) 
Hereditary Clear EF/CC/DE  
BVA/KC/ISDS eye scheme unaffected 1 year 4 months, 3 years and 3 years four months 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club Over 5 cardiologist tested heart clear list 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club voluntary list of MRI scanned Cavaliers 

*Kimark Mi Amiga of Sorata (IMP USA) 
dob 13.6.2004 
4 total litters 1 when underage (25%), 1 with underage male (25%), 1 with both parents 
underage (25%) = 2 litters (50%) bred outside guidelines 
BVA/KC/ISDS eye scheme unaffected 2 years 3 months  
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club Over 5 cardiologist tested heart clear list 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club voluntary list of MRI scanned Cavaliers 

*Lanola Fabiola 
dob 6.8.2009 
2 total litters 1 when bitch underage (50%) 
BVA/KC/ISDS eye scheme unaffected 2 years 6 months  
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club Over 5 cardiologist tested heart clear list 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club voluntary list of MRI scanned Cavaliers 

Ch Lanola Santana of Maibee 
dob 3.2.2007 
38 total litters (1 with no date recorded) 13 when dog underage (34%). 8 with underage 
bitch (21%), 2 with both parents underage (8%) = 19 litters bred outside guidelines 
BVA/KC/ISDS eye scheme unaffected 1 year 8 months 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club Over 5 cardiologist tested heart clear list 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club voluntary list of MRI scanned Cavaliers 

*Ch Lanola So Like Shelagh 
dob 6.11.2011 
1 litter with underage male (100%) 
BVA/KC/ISDS eye scheme unaffected 3 years 3 months 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club voluntary list of MRI scanned Cavaliers 

Legoem Musetta 
Dob 19.5.2008 
2 total litters recorded 1 with underage male (50%) 
Tested Clear EF/CC/DE 3 years 8 months  
BVA/KC/ISDS eye scheme unaffected 1 year 9 months, 3 years 5 months and 5 years 9 



months 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club Over 5 cardiologist tested heart clear list 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club voluntary list of MRI scanned Cavaliers 

Ch Leogem Rhapsody 
dob 24.9.2011 
Hereditary Clear EF/CC/DE  
BVA/KC/ISDS eye scheme unaffected 3 years 8 months 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club voluntary list of MRI scanned Cavaliers 

 

 

*Ch Lochbuie Cappuccino 
dob 26.7.2012 
Total recorded 21 litters 3 born before 2.5 years old (14%), 4 with underage bitches (19%) 
= 7 bred outside guidelines (33%) 
BVA/KC/ISDS eye scheme unaffected at 2 years 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club voluntary list of MRI scanned Cavaliers 

*Lochbuie Nellie Gywnn 
dob 5.4.2007 
4 litters recorded 1 with an underage male (25%) 
Tested Clear EF/CC/DE 6 years 10 months  
BVA/KC/ISDS eye scheme unaffected 1 year 5 months, 3 years 6 months, 4 years five 
months, five years 2 months 
Does appear on Cavalier Club Over 5 cardiologist tested heart clear list 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club voluntary list of MRI scanned Cavaliers 

Loranka’s Cherished Moments 
dob 31.10.2001 
3 total litters 1 when bitch underage (33%) 
NO RECORDED HEALTH TESTS  

Loranka’s Cherubim 
dob 29.9.2010 
2 litters recorded 
Tested Clear EF/CC/DE 5 years 6 months  
BVA/KC/ISDS eye scheme unaffected 3 years 1 month 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club Over 5 cardiologist tested heart clear list 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club voluntary list of MRI scanned Cavaliers 

Ch Loranka’s Cupid 
dob 25.10.14 
No recorded progeny 
Hereditary Clear EF/CC/DE 
BVA/KC/ISDS eye scheme clear at I year I month 

Loranka’s Edge Of Heaven 
dob 26.11.2013 
2 litter recorded 1 with underage bitch (50%) 
Hereditary Clear EF/CC/DE  



BVA/KC/ISDS eye scheme unaffected at 1 years 8 months  
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club voluntary list of MRI scanned Cavaliers 

Ch Loranka’s Enchanting 
dob 19.10.2004 
30 total litters 12 with underage dog (40%), 11 with underage bitches 37%), 4 with both 
parents underage (13%) =19 litters 63%) bred outside guidelines 
Tested Clear EF/CC/DE 7 years 7 months 
BVA/KC/ISDS eye scheme unaffected at first tested at 4 years 8 months 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club Over 5 cardiologist tested heart clear list 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club voluntary list of MRI scanned Cavaliers 

 

 

 

Loranka’s Gift From Heaven 
dob 26.10.2010 
3 total litters 2 when underage (67%) 
Tested Clear EF/CC/DE 2 years 2 months 
BVA/KC/ISDS eye scheme unaffected 5 years 5 months 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club Over 5 cardiologist tested heart clear list 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club voluntary list of MRI scanned Cavaliers 

Ch Loranka’s Heavenly Moment 
dob 3.12.2012 
14 litters in total. 6 when underage (43%), 6 with an underage bitch (43%), 2 with both 
parents underage (14%)In total 10 litters bred outside guidelines (71%) 
Hereditary Clear EF/CC/DE  
BVA/KC/ISDS eye scheme unaffected 1 year 4 months 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club voluntary list of MRI scanned Cavaliers  

Ch Loranka’s Just Like Heaven 
dob 5.2.2007 
32 total litters 11 when underage (34%), 12 with underage bitch (38%), 7 with both parents 
underage (22%) =16 litters bred outside guidelines (50%) 
BVA/KC/ISDS eye scheme unaffected 2 years 4 months and 6 years 8 months 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club Over 5 cardiologist tested heart clear list 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club voluntary list of MRI scanned Cavaliers 

Loranka’s Moment In Time 
dob 6.7.2009 
24 litters in total (includes 1 bitch with no record) 5 when underage (21%) 2 with both 
parents underage (8%). 5 with an underage bitch (21%) = 8 litters bred outside guidelines 
(33%). 
Tested Clear EF/CC/DE 2 year 11 months  
BVA/KC/ISDS eye scheme unaffected 11 months  
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club Over 5 cardiologist tested heart clear list  
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club voluntary list of MRI scanned Cavaliers 

Loranka’s Moments Like This 
dob 21.6.14 



No recorded progeny 
Hereditary Clear EF/CC/DE 
BVA/KC/ISDS eye scheme clear at I year 6 months 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club voluntary list of MRI scanned Cavaliers 

Loranka’s Moonlight Shimmer 
dob 2.9.2010 
1 total litter 1 litter when bitch underage (100%) 
Tested Clear EF/CC/DE 2 years 4 months 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club Over 5 cardiologist tested heart clear list  
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club voluntary list of MRI scanned Cavaliers 

Loranka’s Moonshine 
dob 2.10.2012 
No recorded progeny 
Hereditary Clear EF/CC/DE 2 year 11 months  
BVA/KC/ISDS eye scheme unaffected 1 year 6 months  
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club voluntary list of MRI scanned Cavaliers 

 

Loranka’s Pixie 
dob 31.3.2010 
No recorded progeny  
Tested Clear EF/CC/DE 2 years 2 months  
BVA/KC/ISDS eye scheme unaffected 2 years 1 month 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club Over 5 cardiologist tested heart clear list  
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club voluntary list of MRI scanned Cavaliers 

Ch Loranka’s Sherrie Baby 
dob 23.12.2007 
No recorded prodigy 
Tested Clear EF/CC/DE 4 years 5 months 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club Over 5 cardiologist tested heart clear list 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club voluntary list of MRI scanned Cavaliers 

Loranka’s Touching Heaven 
dob 4.6.2009 
4 litters recorded 
Tested Clear EF/CC/DE 3 years  
BVA/KC/ISDS eye scheme unaffected 1 year 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club Over 5 cardiologist tested heart clear list 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club voluntary list of MRI scanned Cavaliers 

Ch Lovetrac Scrumdiddly 
dob 4.11.2012 
1 litter 
Hereditary Clear EF/CC/DE  
BVA/KC/ISDS eye scheme clear at 3 years 6 months  
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club voluntary list of MRI scanned Cavaliers 

Lyncraeg Daydream 
dob 19.8.2001 
24 total litters 6 when dog underage (25%),  6 with underage bitch (25%), 2 when both 



parents underage (8%) = 10 litters (42%) bred outside guidelines 
Tested Clear EF/CC/DE 10 years 8 months 
BVA/KC/ISDS eye scheme unaffected 2 years 6 months and 7 years 8 months 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club Over 5 cardiologist tested heart clear list 
Does appear on Cavalier Club voluntary list of MRI scanned Cavaliers 

Maibee Disenchanted 
dob 1.7.2008 
1 total litter with underage male (100%) 
NO RECORDED HEALTH TESTS  

Maibee Make Believe 
dob 1.7.2008 
68 total litters (6 with no date recorded, 1 with no record of bitch’s age) 35 when 
underage (51%), 14 with underage bitch (21%), 11 with both parents underage (16%) = 38 
(56%) bred outside guidelines 
Tested Clear EF/CC/DE 6 years 5 months 
BVA/KC/ISDS eye scheme clear 1 year 4 months and 3 years 1 month 
Does appear on Cavalier Club Over 5 cardiologist tested heart clear list 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club voluntary list of MRI scanned Cavaliers 

 

 

 

Maibee Moffat (RE-IMPORT) 
dob 1.8.2006 
41 total litters (4 with no recorded date) 4 when dog underage (10%), 10 with underage 
bitch (24%) = 14 litters bred outside guidelines (34%) 
BVA/KC/ISDS eye scheme clear 4 years 2 months and 5 years 3 months 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club Over 5 cardiologist tested heart clear list 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club voluntary list of MRI scanned Cavaliers 

Maibee Montrose 
dob 2.1.2001 
141 total litters (1 with no date recorded, 1 with no age of bitch) 22 when dog underage 
(16%), 39 with underage bitch (28%), 6 with both parents underage (4%) = 55 litters bred 
outside guidelines (39%) 
Tested Clear EF/CC/DE 11 years 4 months 
BVA/KC/ISDS eye scheme clear 2 years 9 months 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club Over 5 cardiologist tested heart clear list 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club voluntary list of MRI scanned Cavaliers 

Maibee Moonbeam 
dob 15.4.2003 
5 litters total 1 when underage (20%), 3 with underage sire (60%) = 4 litters (80%) bred 
outside guidelines. 
NO RECORDED HEALTH TESTS  

Maibee Perfect Touch Of Charnavale 
dob 1.7.2008 
81 litters in total (includes 3 bitches with no record)  



10 when under 2.5 years (12%), 19 with bitch under 2.5 years (23%) 
5 with both parents underage (6%) = 24 bred outside guidelines (30%).  
Tested Clear EF/CC/DE 3 years 10 months 
BVA/KC/ISDS eye scheme unaffected at first tested at 7 months, five subsequent tests 
Does appear on Cavalier Club Over 5 cardiologist tested heart clear list 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club voluntary list of MRI scanned Cavaliers 

*Ch Miletree Constellation  
dob 4.11.2008 
47 total litters (2 with no date recorded, 2 with no age of bitch recorded) 23 when dog 
underage (49%), 14 with underage bitches (30%), 7 with both parents underage (15%) =30 
litters (64%) bred outside guidelines 
Tested Clear EF/CC/DE 2 years 11 months 
BVA/KC/ISDS eye scheme clear 2 years 5 months and 5 years 1 month 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club Over 5 cardiologist tested heart clear list 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club voluntary list of MRI scanned Cavaliers 

Ch Miletree Montesuma of Londoncor 
dob 22.3.2012 
3 total litters registered 1 with underage bitch (33%) 
BVA/KC/ISDS eye scheme unaffected 1 year 5 months 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club voluntary list of MRI scanned Cavaliers 

 

 

 

*Miletree Philanthe 
dob 22.9.2006 
4 total litters 1 when bitch underage (25%), 2 with underage dog (50%), 1 with both 
parents underage (25%) = 2 litters (50%) bred outside guidelines 
BVA/KC/ISDS eye scheme unaffected 2 years 5 months and 5 years 
Does appear on Cavalier Club Over 5 cardiologist tested heart clear list 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club voluntary list of MRI scanned Cavaliers 

*Miletree Saphire 
dob 18.7.2008 
4 total litters recorded 1 when bitch underage (25%). 2 with underage dog (50%), 1 with 
both parents underage (25%) – 2 litters (50%) bred outside guidelines 
BVA/KC/ISDS eye scheme unaffected 2 years 9 months  
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club Over 5 cardiologist tested heart clear list 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club voluntary list of MRI scanned Cavaliers 

Montcolly Andrew 
dob 8.12.2007 
20 recorded litters 8 when dog underage (40%), 5 with underage bitch (25% = 13 litters 
(65%) bred outside guidelines 
BVA/KC/ISDS eye scheme clear 2 years 1 months  
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club Over 5 cardiologist tested heart clear list 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club voluntary list of MRI scanned Cavaliers 



Montcolly Sweet Caroline 
dob 16.6.2008 
3 total litters 1 when underage (33%) 
Tested Clear EF/CC/DE 3 years 11 months 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club Over 5 cardiologist tested heart clear list 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club voluntary list of MRI scanned Cavaliers 

Narayden Marsell 
dob 8.3.2008 
46 total litters registered 3 when dog underage (7%), 9 with an underage bitch (20%), 1 
with both parents underage (2%) = 11 litters bred outside guidelines (24%) 
Tested Clear EF/CC/DE 4 years 1 months 
BVA/KC/ISDS eye scheme unaffected 8 months, 4 years 7 months and 7 years 4 months 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club Over 5 cardiologist tested heart clear list 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club voluntary list of MRI scanned Cavaliers 

*Ch Pascavale Bailey 
dob 1.12.2008 
11 total litters (1 no date recorded) 5 when dog underage (45%), 2 with underage bitch 
(18%) =7 litters (64%) bred outside guidelines 
3 litters in 2012 1 with underage bitch (33%) 
BVA/KC/ISDS eye scheme clear 2 year 1 months  
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club Over 5 cardiologist tested heart clear list  
Does appear on Cavalier Club voluntary list of MRI scanned Cavaliers 

*Pascavale Brittany 
dob 29.6.2006 
2 litters 1 when underage (50%), 1 with underage dog (50%) – 2 litters (100%) bred outside 
guidelines 
NO RECORDED HEALTH TESTS 

*Pascavale Jai (RE IMPORT) 
dob 23.5.2007 
13 litters (1 with no date recorded) 1 when dog underage (8%), 1 with underage bitch (8%) 
= 2 litters (15%) bred outside guidelines 
BVA/KC/ISDS eye scheme clear 4 years 5 months 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club Over 5 cardiologist tested heart clear list 
Does appear on Cavalier Club voluntary list of MRI scanned Cavaliers 

*Ch Pascavale Jamie (RE IMPORT) 
dob 7.6.2005 
116 total litters registered (3 with no date and bitch recorded, 2 with no date recorded) 
34 when dog underage (29%). 14 with both parents underage (12%). 29 litters with 
underage bitch (25%) = 49 litters bred outside guidelines (42%) 
Tested Clear EF/CC/DE 6 years 4 months 
BVA/KC/ISDS eye scheme unaffected 9 months and 6 years 4 months 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club Over 5 cardiologist tested heart clear list 
Does appear on Cavalier Club voluntary list of MRI scanned Cavaliers 

*Ch Pascavale Nathan (RE IMPORT) 
dob 1.1.2010 
47 total litters recorded 1 when dog underage (2%) 1 with both parents underage (1%), 13 
with an underage bitch (28%) = 13 litters bred outside guidelines (28%) 



Tested Clear EF/CC/DE 2 years 6 months 
BVA/KC/ISDS eye scheme clear I year I month and 6 years 1 month 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club Over 5 cardiologist tested heart clear list  
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club voluntary list of MRI scanned Cavaliers 

*Pascavale Pandora 
Dob 9.6.2007 
6 litters recorded (1 with no date or sire) 2 with underage bitch (33%), 1 with both parents 
underage (16%) = 2 litters bred outside guidelines (33%) 
Hereditary Clear EF/CC/DE  
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club Over 5 cardiologist tested heart clear list 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club voluntary list of MRI scanned Cavaliers 

*Pascavale Smarty 
dob 17.10.2008 
28 litters recorded (1 bitch with no age recorded) 
25 litters when underage (89%), 6 with underage bitch (21%), 5 with both parents 
underage (18%) =26 litters bred outside guidelines (93%) 
Tested Clear EF/CC/DE 7 years 6 months  
BVA/KC/ISDS eye scheme unaffected 4 months  
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club Over 5 cardiologist tested heart clear list 
Does appear on Cavalier Club voluntary list of MRI scanned Cavaliers 

Peakdowns Penny Layne 
dob 11.12.2006 
3 litters total 1 with underage sire (33%) 
BVA/KC/ISDS eye scheme unaffected 2 years 4 month, 3 years six months and four years 
11 months  
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club Over 5 cardiologist tested heart clear list 
Does appear on Cavalier Club voluntary list of MRI scanned Cavaliers 

Ch Peakdowns Skye 
dob 28.8.2009 
3 recorded litters 1 with underage male (33%) 
Tested Clear EF/CC/DE 4 years  
BVA/KC/ISDS eye scheme clear 1 year 9 months  
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club Over 5 cardiologist tested heart clear list  
Does appear on Cavalier Club voluntary list of MRI scanned Cavaliers 

Ricksbury Adele 
dob 4.5.2014 
2 litters recorded. 1 with both bitch and male underage (50%) 2 with underage male 
(100%) = 2 litters bred outside guidelines (100%) 
Hereditary Clear EF/CC/DE  
BVA/KC/ISDS eye scheme unaffected 1 year 11 months and 3 years 6 months 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club voluntary list of MRI scanned Cavaliers 

Ch Ricksbury Rumour Has It 
dob 5.11.2014 
No recorded progeny 
No recorded health tests 



*Sorata Don Vito 
dob 8.9.2009 
2 total litters 2 when underage (100%), 1 with underage bitch (50%), 1 with both parents 
underage (50%) = 2 litters (100%) bred outside guidelines 
NO RECORDED HEALTH TESTS 

Ch Stonepit Believe In Angels 
dob 13.10.2012 
No recorded progeny 
Hereditary Clear EF/CC/DE  
BVA/KC/ISDS eye scheme unaffected 3 years 4 months 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club voluntary list of MRI scanned Cavaliers 

Ch Wandris Evan ‘Elp Us 
dob 27.10.2012 
31 total litters registered 
6 when male underage (19%), 3 litters with underage (10%) bitch, 1 litter with both 
parents underage (3%) Total 8 litters bred outside guidelines (26%) 
Tested Clear EF/CC/DE 4 months 
BVA/KC/ISDS eye scheme unaffected 11 months, 2 years and 3 years 4 months 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club voluntary list of MRI scanned Cavaliers 

Wandris Encore 
Dob 25.1.2012 
2 litters total recorded 
No recorded health tests 

Ch Wandris Songbird 
dob 30.3.2013 
No recorded progeny 
No recorded health tests 

Wandris Stage Struck 
dob 5.1.2010 
1 litter recorded 
No recorded health tests 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club Over 5 cardiologist tested heart clear list 
Does NOT appear on Cavalier Club voluntary list of MRI scanned Cavaliers 


	Addendum:

